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In a world of emerging and resurging infectious diseases, dominated by zoonoses, environmental
monitoring plays a vital role in our understanding their dynamics and their spillover to humans. Here,
we critically review the ecology, epidemiology and need for monitoring of a variety of directly
transmitted (Sin Nombre virus, Avian Influenza) and vector-borne (Ross River virus, West Nile virus,
Lyme disease, anaplasmosis and babesiosis) zoonoses. We focus on the valuable role that existing
monitoring plays in the understanding of these zoonoses, the demands for new monitoring, and how
improvements can be made to existing monitoring. We also identify the fruitful outcomes which would
result from implementation of the monitoring demands we have highlighted. This review aims to
promote improvements in our understanding of zoonoses, their management, and public health by
encouraging discussion among researchers and public health officials.

Introduction and paper structure
A significant number of pathogens that cause human disease are
maintained within and transmitted from wildlife and livestock.1–3
Spillover of these zoonotic pathogens to humans is related to
contact of humans with disease reservoirs, either directly or
indirectly, and is often the result of complex ecological interactions, influenced by changes in climate and the environment;
both natural and anthropogenic.4–8 Monitoring of climatic
conditions and of infection and abundance of hosts and vectors
of zoonoses plays an important role in determining causes of
pathogen dynamics and in predicting human incidence. For
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example, incidence of hantavirus pulmonary syndrome (HPS)
has been associated with El-Ni~
no events and enhanced humandeer mouse (reservoir) interactions in the Four Corners region of
the US9,10 and increased summer rainfall in southwest Western
Australia was correlated with increased abundance of vector
mosquitoes and human infections of Ross River virus.11
Determining causes of emergence of zoonotic pathogens
frequently requires combining experimentation and theoretical
modeling.12 However, formulation of causal hypotheses and
parameterization of particular variables (such as relationships
between rainfall and increased mosquito abundance) often
originate from monitoring approaches. Thus, given the general
importance of monitoring, and the capacity of monitoring to
complement experimental and theoretical approaches, critical
evaluations of monitoring needs will contribute fruitful insights
to enhance understanding of pathogen dynamics and determine
remedies to complex public health problems. Here we focus on
the role that environmental monitoring can play in understanding the ecology and epidemiology of zoonoses (Fig. 1). We
examine an array of zoonoses, including those that are directly
transmitted (Sin Nombre virus (SNV), Avian Influenza (AI)) and
vector-borne (Ross River virus (RRV), West Nile virus (WNV),
Lyme disease (LD), anaplasmosis and babesiosis). We emphasize
how specific examples of existing or newly created environmental

Environmental impact
We will emphasize how specific examples of existing or newly created environmental monitoring could be integrated with disease
surveillance to enhance understanding of the ecology and epidemiology of infectious diseases and solve public health problems.
Specific examples in this review will include directly transmitted (Sin Nombre virus, Avian Influenza) and vector-borne (Ross River
virus, West Nile virus, Lyme Disease, Anaplasmosis and Babesiosis) zoonoses. A common theme among these examples is the need
for improved integration between researchers and governmental organizations, and better knowledge and access to data spanning
multiple disciplines. The ideas brought forth in this review from an array of zoonotic pathogens across the globe, will make this
review a significant contribution to scholarship, with clear and controversial value.
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Fig. 1 Conceptual diagram outlining aspects of the ecology and epidemiology of zoonoses that may be targeted for monitoring. Diagram
represents one directly transmitted zoonosis (left, Sin Nombre virus, with
rodent reservoir) and one vector-borne zoonosis (right, Ross River virus,
with Macropod host and mosquito vector). Important candidate environmental variables identified that affect host and vector abundance
(influence represented by long-dashed lines). Pathogen transmission
represented by solid lines, except human to vector transmission (dotted
line), which usually has a limited contribution to transmission.

monitoring systems could be integrated with disease surveillance
to enhance our understanding and deal with public health
problems.
For each zoonosis, or group of zoonoses, discussed in this
review we briefly outline the natural history of that system and
existing monitoring that contributes to our comprehension of
transmission and illness to humans. We then identify specific
improvements in monitoring that would contribute to understanding pathogen dynamics and spillover to humans. Finally,
we make recommendations for how identified demands in
monitoring could be implemented. A summary of these zoonotic
case studies are outlined in Table 1. A common theme among
examples outlined in this review is the need for implementation
of new monitoring programs, improved integration between
researchers and governmental organizations, and better knowledge and access to data spanning multiple disciplines.

Examples of directly transmitted pathogens
Sin Nombre virus
SNV was first recognized in 1993, following an outbreak of acute
respiratory illness (later known as hantavirus pulmonary
syndrome) with high mortality rates in the Four Corners region
of the US.13,14 The reservoir for this pathogen was later determined to be the deer mouse, Peromyscus maniculatus, with
apparent spillover to other rodent species and, under certain
conditions, to humans.15 Human outbreaks of HPS in the Four
Corners region appeared to follow El-Ni~
no events, which were
favorable for deer mouse reproduction, and human-deer mouse
interactions.16 Since 1993, SNV has been identified across the US
(coinciding with the distribution of deer mice) and HPS incidence
rates are greatest in western states,17,18 although the relationship
between climate and HPS cases outside of the Four Corners
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010

regions is less well understood. Human exposure to SNV is
primarily associated with rural peridomestic environments
(houses, barns, sheds and other types of out-buildings) and is
believed to occur through inhalation of SNV contaminated deer
mouse excreta while undertaking activities that generate particulate matter, such as sweeping.19,20
Monitoring of sylvan small mammal populations and SNV
dynamics was undertaken from 1994–2004 among states with
high rural HPS incidence rates (New Mexico, Colorado, Utah,
Arizona and Montana),18,21–23 and this monitoring is ongoing in
Montana.24,25 This monitoring has yielded substantial insight
into the ecological dynamics of SNV and its reservoir. For
example, prevalence of SNV antibodies (a marker of chronic
infection) is highest among older male deer mice,17,26 transmission appears to be due to intraspecific aggression,22,26 antibody prevalence increases after a delay in deer mouse density,17,27
and host community structure influences antibody prevalence of
deer mice.3,28 While much has been learned about dynamics of
SNV in sylvan environments, there remain significant gaps in
knowledge about small mammal SNV dynamics in peridomestic
settings, human-deer mouse interactions, and human SNV
exposure.
Sin Nombre virus antibody prevalence among deer mice is
higher within and around peridomestic settings than sylvan
settings.29–32 This may be due to smaller home ranges of peridomestic deer mice, leading to increased contact and transmission events between individuals.33 In terms of human-deer
mouse interactions in peridomestic settings, Childs et al.34 found
deer mouse abundance (but surprisingly not infection prevalence) was greater in HPS case houses than non-case houses. This
suggests that human risk of infection with SNV may be a function of the number of infected deer mice using peridomestic
environments. Additionally, it has been hypothesized that
human risk of infection is greater in peridomestic settings than
sylvan because SNV may persist in deer mouse excreta longer,
due to less exposure to ultraviolet radiation,33 which can inactivate many types of viruses.35
Paired monitoring of sylvan and peridomestic deer mouse populations and SNV dynamics among these two environments is
needed to quantify linkages, and how this relates to human incidence of HPS. This type of monitoring is currently being conducted
near Cascade and Anaconda Montana,26,31 but detailed analysis of
linkage between these two environments has yet to be published.
Additional long-term studies of peridomestic sites in high HPS
incidence areas, such as the Four Corners region, are also needed.
To achieve this, peridomestic surveys of deer mice could be locally
matched with existing sylvan monitoring that may be ongoing, thus
not requiring much additional survey effort. Understanding human
exposure risk to SNV would also be enhanced by the development
of monitoring of particulate matter (detecting the amount of deer
mouse excreta and SNV in dust particles or suspended droplets) in
peridomestic settings. Such a type of monitoring and its relative
feasibility has yet to be described, but is in development
(K. S. Richardson, personal communication) and, if feasible, could
be undertaken in concordance with peridomestic deer mouse
monitoring. These additional monitoring practices would enable
better linkage between environmental data, sylvan and peridomestic deer mouse and SNV dyanamics, and forecasting of
conditions that lead to outbreaks of HPS.
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Birds

White-footed mice
(Peromyscus leucopus),
other mammals and, to
a lesser extent, birds and
reptiles

Lyme disease, babesiosis
and anaplasmosis

Macropods and other
marsupials

Poultry, Swine, Waterbirds
(Anseriformes,
Charadriformes)

Deer mouse (Peromyscus
maniculatus)

Principle reservoir(s)

West Nile virus

Vector-borne pathogens
Ross River virus

Avian Influenza viruses

Directly transmitted pathogens
Sin Nombre virus

System

I. ricinus, I. scapularis, I.
pacificus

Culex mosquitoes

Cx. annulirostris, Ae.
camptorhynchus, Ae.
vigilax,

N/A

N/A

Principle vector(s)

Reliable prediction of
abundance of infected
ticks and human
incidence

Abundance of WNVinfected mosquitoes for
selected species

Host population dynamics
and immunity in and
around epidemic zones

Transmission intensity, viral
diversity and viral
recombination

Linkage of sylvan
population monitoring
with peridomestic
monitoring

Monitoring demand

Monitoring of infected tick
abundance
Identification of climatic
variables that
consistently predict tickborne disease risk
Population monitoring of
white-footed mice and
other hosts permissive to
tick feeding
Monitoring local acorn
production

Coordination of RRV
surveillance with
expertise of marsupial
mammalogists
Support for regional
monitoring and testing,
data sharing and
integration

Addition of peridomestic
monitoring to existing
sylvan deer mouse
population monitoring
Development of monitoring
of deer mouse excreta and
SNV in particulate matter
in peridomestic
environments
Standardized monitoring
system for wild birds and
swine
Sharing of poultry
surveillance and virus
characterization by all
parties

Implementation

Improved regional risk
assessment and early
warning systems
Better allocation of
resources
Forecasting of human
exposure risk and disease
incidence

Improved epidemic
forecasting

Improved understanding of
spillover of viruses from
wild birds
Improved understanding of
outbreaks of influenza in
poultry
Improved understanding of
recombination between
viruses of wild birds,
swine, poultry and
humans

Improved understanding of
linkage between
environment and HPS
incidence
Improved prediction of HPS
risk

Benefits

Table 1 Summary of zoonotic disease systems and their hosts and vectors. Identified demand for targeted monitoring, suggested means of implementation and benefits of improved monitoring.

Avian influenza viruses
Waterbirds are generally recognized as the original reservoir for
most influenza viruses, including those that contribute genetic
material to human influenza strains such as the recently emerged
H1N1,36,37 as well as highly pathogenic poultry strains such as
H5N1. A large diversity of viral subtypes (characterized by two
surface proteins, hemagglutinin and neuraminidase) is transmitted in each the two groups of wild birds thought to be most
important in transmission; Anseriformes (including ducks, geese
and swans), and Charadriiformes (including gulls, plovers, and
sandpipers).38 Although some subtypes of AI can be found in
both taxa, some viral subtypes are found exclusively in one
group,39 and the spillover of individual viral strains between the
two groups is poorly known, despite its importance for viral
spread.40,41
The emergence of novel strains of AI in both poultry and
humans is thought to be linked to viral circulation in wild birds.
Nonetheless, transmission dynamics outside large scale poultry
farms are poorly known. For example, the H1N1 virus that
caused the recent pandemic in humans was separated from the
most recently sampled ancestor by more than a decade,
demonstrating the paucity of monitoring of influenza in swine.36
In contrast, the re-emergence and nearly pandemic spread of
H5N1 in 2003–2006 (with as-of-yet limited human infection),
was anticipated, but not prevented, by prospective surveillance
and monitoring of influenza in poultry markets following the
initial emergence of H5N1 in China in 1996–1997.42 Monitoring
and characterization of AI viruses thus has the potential to
inform public health, and veterinary officials of the presence and/
or emergence of novel and potentially pathogenic strains.
A predictive approach to understanding and controlling the
spread of influenza viruses and the emergence of novel strains
would require a global monitoring program to complement
human surveillance targeted at the three groups of animals
thought to be important in influenza dynamics: wild birds,
poultry, and swine. In order to maximize the informational
content gained from monitoring, the sampling scheme should
aim to estimate the intensity of viral transmission in a standardized and comparable way. This means that the age and species of
wild birds, the farm type (poultry or swine at industrial or
backyard scale), breed of poultry or swine, and livestock age
must be consistent in repeated samples from the same locations
(stratified by geography, and farm type for livestock) using
identical methodology and diagnostics. In order to be costeffective, this monitoring program would need to take advantage
of testing already done at the local scale, and scale up the results
through data integration at the national and international levels.
An independent program at the national or global scale would be
logistically and financially prohibitive, but in order to provide
adequate information, the data integration must occur at the
global level.
This contrasts sharply with current schemes that are highly
opportunistic, unstandardized, and poorly integrated. In addition, viruses from surveillance need to be characterized in terms
of infectivity to and virulence in wild birds, poultry, swine, and
humans. The techniques for high-throughput processing of AI
virus samples are currently being developed,43 and should facilitate improved monitoring programs needed to address this
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010

important threat to human and livestock health and wildlife. A
greater challenge is coordinating and implementing a global
standardized surveillance plan for wild birds, and integrating the
results from all three animal monitoring programs.

Examples of vector-borne pathogens
Ross river virus
Epidemiologically RRV is Australia’s most significant (causing
the most human illness) mosquito-borne pathogen, resulting in
approximately 5000 human notifications of polyarthritis, the
clinical manifestation of RRV infection, annually.44 This arbovirus naturally cycles between mosquito vectors and mammalian
reservoir hosts. Human cases often occur in or near areas with
abundant vector and host populations, where epizootics likely
lead to spillover and epidemics, e.g.ref. 11. There are three
principle vectors of RRV across Australia (Culex annulirostris,
Aedes camptorhynchus and Aedes vigilax), but other species can
also be involved.44,45 Culex annulirostris breeds in freshwater and
contributes to transmission across the continent, Ae. camptorhynchus is halotolerant and is a dominant vector in southern
Australia, and Ae. vigilax is also halotolerant replacing Ae.
camptorhynchus north of its distribution.44,45 Across the continent macropod marsupials are generally considered the principle
reservoir hosts, although other marsupials also have a role in
transmission.44–48
Much research has been conducted linking prevailing environmental conditions, such as temperature and precipitation, to
vector mosquitoes and human RRV infections in frequent
epidemic zones across all Australian states and territories, e.g.
ref. 49, 50–53. In temperate southern Australia RRV activity
exhibits spring-summer seasonality, associated with seasonal
climatic conditions and vector populations.11,54–58 In tropical
northern Australia seasonality of RRV is less pronounced,
reflecting more stable environmental conditions for breeding of
vectors.44,45,59,60
Overall, research on reservoir hosts has been significantly
underrepresented in efforts to understand the ecology and
epidemiology of RRV in Australia, and advances in this area will
likely have rewarding outcomes.61 Host population dynamics,
and consequent changing herd immunity, likely contribute to
instigation of epizootics and consequent spillover to humans and
epidemic activity. This is evidenced by epidemics of RRV in
southwest Western Australia which exhibit four year cycles. In
the mid-late 1990s RRV epidemics in this region were thought to
be due to high summer rainfall, but this was called into question
when later epidemics occurred without this high summer rainfall.11,55,62 Subsequent monitoring of antibodies to RRV among
western gray kangaroos (Macropus fuliginosus, the probable
RRV reservoir in this region) found 25% were antibody positive
to RRV prior to the 2003–2004 epidemic, but this rose to 75% by
the time the epidemic was two thirds to completion,55
(C. J. Gordon, unpublished data). This important antibody
survey indicates epizootic activity preceding, and possibly instigating, epidemic activity.
Reproduction of kangaroos in southern Australia is seasonal
and emergence of joeys from the pouch, which constitutes an
influx of susceptible hosts into the population, coincides with the
J. Environ. Monit., 2010, 12, 2048–2055 | 2051

timing of RRV epidemics.11,54–58,63–66 Epidemics of RRV may
occur when a sufficient number of susceptible hosts have been
recruited into the population, and vector populations are
adequate to support an epizootic. Thus, prediction of interannual epidemics of RRV, in southern Australia in particular, may
be significantly improved by establishment of monitoring
programs which follow population dynamics and herd immunity
of macropods. Despite fundamental involvement of marsupials
in the transmission of RRV see reviews by44,45,61 and references
therein and many marsupial mammalogists across the continent,
to date there has been little incorporation of their expertise into
existing surveillance strategies across Australia. Efforts to integrate survey and trapping expertise from mammalogists in areas
in and around RRV epidemic zones would be a valuable addition
(albeit one that would require additional investment in surveillance) to the high quality surveillance of vectors and human
incidence that already exists. In particular, basic information on
the population dynamics of marsupials in and around RRV
epidemic zones will enable the development of more precise
epidemic forecast models.
West Nile virus
WNV is a single stranded RNA flavivirus transmitted on five
continents primarily by Culex mosquitoes, and is amplified by
competent avian hosts.67–69 It occasionally spills over to humans
and other mammals, often from an enzootic vector that also
feeds on mammals.70,71 Recent work has quantified the relationships in the laboratory between temperature, simulated
rainfall, and several aspects of mosquito and virus ecology,
including vector competence, and survival of larval
mosquitoes.72–74
The introduction of WNV into the Western Hemisphere in
1999 was followed by rapid spread and enormous variability in
the intensity of local transmission on several spatial scales and
between years.75 However, the cause of year to year variation in
transmission is unknown, despite its importance for public health
and the allocation of limited control resources. Predicting the
intensity of local and regional transmission would require
uncovering the links between transmission and climate, vectors,
and host populations far enough in advance to allow for control
efforts to decrease the epidemic potential of the virus.
Following the introduction of WNV into New York in 1999,
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention partnered with
local health departments to track the weekly incidence of WNV
in mosquitoes, dead birds, humans, and horses through
a surveillance data integration system called ArboNET. The
strengths of this system include a broad geographic scope
(over half of counties in the lower 48 states in 2003–2005, but
decreasing recently), and information on both enzootic (bird to
bird) transmission through WNV-infected dead birds and
mosquitoes, and transmission to humans and horses. Key pieces
of data that have not been successfully incorporated into this
monitoring system include reliable data on the number of specimens collected and tested (for humans, horses, mosquitoes or
birds), surveillance effort (e.g. number of mosquito traps and
trapnight run), or the abundance of mosquitoes, which is
required to estimate entomological risk or the force of infection.
This is especially unfortunate, because two studies have linked
2052 | J. Environ. Monit., 2010, 12, 2048–2055

the abundance or incidence of WNV-infected mosquitoes with
the number of human cases.76,77
Although surveillance for WNV has surpassed most other
pathogens in terms of both geographic scope, and taxonomic
richness (birds, mosquitoes, humans, and horses), monitoring
efforts by state and local health departments have decreased
enormously in the past few years and promise to fall much
further because funds for surveillance have been drastically
reduced. The most valuable use of scarce resources at present
would be a geographically stratified standardized monitoring
network that captures the variability in transmission ecologies
across North America, including different vectors, hosts, and
climate regimes. The most useful tool in this system would be
a set of standardized mosquito traps, such as Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention light traps baited with CO2, run weekly
at the same locations throughout each transmission season, and
WNV testing of the most important mosquito species from these
traps.70 These data, in addition to human samples collected
through passive surveillance, should be integrated into a national
network like ArboNET while also capturing the additional data
outlined above (surveillance effort, mosquito abundance by
species (mosquitoes per trap night), and numbers of samples
tested (humans and mosquitoes)). This would enable estimation
of the entomological risk or force of infection for humans, which
can then be linked to the wealth of real time climate data
currently being collected. When refined by our ever-growing
understanding of the climatic and other drivers of year to year
variation in WNV transmission this monitoring system should
enable unprecedented opportunities and efficiency for targeted
control.78,79
Lyme disease and other tick-borne diseases
Ticks in the Ixodes ricinus group, including I. scapularis in most
of North America, transmit a series of zoonotic pathogens that
cause serious illness. These illnesses include, most prominently,
LD but also human babesiosis and anaplasmosis. Risk of human
exposure is a function of the abundance of infected ticks in an
environment and human behavior that influences contacts with
ticks. Owing to the sensitivity of these ticks to temperature
extremes and low humidity when held in the laboratory, reviewed
by80 researchers interested in monitoring temporal changes in
tick abundance and distribution have focused on climatic variables. Several short-term studies have found support for seasonspecific temperature or precipitation variables as predictors of I.
scapularis abundance or LD risk.81–83 Others have identified
specific bioclimatic variables that appear to be important in
affecting habitat occupancy by ticks.77,84 Unfortunately, the
results of these studies are inconsistent and often contradictory,
and no consensus has arisen concerning the best climatic variables for monitoring disease risk.85,86
One of the key limitations to our ability to specify climatic
indicators of tick-borne disease risk is the sheer number of
possible candidate variables combined with data sets that span
only several to a dozen years.85 A critical research need, therefore, is to maintain tick population monitoring programs for
sufficient periods that the fit of different climatic models to the
data can be compared. Ideally, climatic variables initially
selected as candidates for monitoring could be identified with
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010

field experiments to test specific mechanisms by which those
variables affect tick demography. These experiments would need
to be spatially distributed along gradients of temperature and
precipitation regimes, that is over hundreds to thousands of
kilometers, in order to be maximally useful in predicting spatial
spread and interannual, site-specific variation in LD risk.
Other efforts to predict temporal changes in risk or incidence
of tick-borne diseases have included monitoring of specific host
species. Ixodes scapularis and its close relatives are host-generalists that feed from a wide variety of different mammals, birds,
and sometimes reptiles. Nevertheless, some host species are
particularly permissive of tick feeding, promoting tick survival,
whereas others groom off and kill many ticks.87 The most
permissive hosts, such as white-footed mice (Peromyscus leucopus) also tend to be the most efficient reservoirs for the LD
bacterium and other pathogens.87,88 Consequently, population
densities of white-footed mice can be excellent leading indicators
of the abundance of infected ticks and hence disease risk. In turn,
mouse abundance in some habitats is highly predictable from
acorn production by oaks (Quercus).85,89,90 Schauber et al.91
demonstrated that human incidence rates of LD (specifically,
deviations from long-term trends) in the northeastern United
States can be predicted almost two years in advance from data on
local acorn production.
Monitoring mouse population abundance can be accomplished with moderate effort and is likely to provide useful data
on interannual variation in risk of LD, babesiosis, and possibly
anaplasmosis cases. A challenge to monitoring mouse abundance
for predicting disease risk is the need for incorporating spatial
variation in mouse population dynamics, which can be extreme.
In contrast, monitoring of acorn production can be accomplished at many locations with minimal effort at each one.89
However, ticks and the pathogens they transmit are not restricted
to oak-dominated forests, so the results of such monitoring
efforts will not be spatially comprehensive.91 Monitoring of the
tick populations themselves, or preferably abundances of ticks
that are infected with zoonotic pathogens, would seem likely to
provide epidemiologically highly relevant information, although
few if any efforts to maintain long-term monitoring exist.
A limitation to such vector monitoring is that data would
represent contemporaneous risk rather than acting as a leading
indicator and would therefore not be conducive to preventative
measures. Because public education about risk is crucial in the
avoidance and prevention of tick-borne diseases, monitoring of
leading indicators is more likely to serve the public health.
Avoidance is particularly important given the lack of available
vaccines for tick-borne zoonoses and given problems with diagnosis and treatment. Monitoring programs that capitalize on
these strong ecological connections might provide early warning
systems for preventing tick-borne zoonoses.

Discussion and conclusions
Here, we have reviewed an array of directly transmitted and
vector-borne zoonoses, briefly highlighting their natural histories, demands for monitoring and means by which these demands
could be addressed. While each zoonotic system is unique in its
characteristics and specific monitoring demands, some
commonalities can be drawn among these examples. For all
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zoonoses reviewed here, understanding of their dynamics and
prediction of human incidence would be improved by implementation of additional identified monitoring (Table 1). For
SNV, AI, RRV and LD extension of existing or implementation
of new host monitoring programs would yield valuable insights.
For WNV and LD implementation of monitoring of vector
abundance and identification of environmental variables that
consistently predict their abundance are needed. Additionally,
understanding the pathogen dynamics and prediction of human
incidence would be improved for AI, RRV and WNV by more
coordination among public health and research groups with
variable expertise and data.
Owing to the importance of monitoring in understanding and
predicting spillover of zoonoses to humans, critical evaluations
of environmental monitoring are valuable to continually maximize management outcomes. This critical review aims to
encourage discussion among researchers and public health officials, ultimately promoting improvements in our understanding
of zoonoses, their management, and the greater health of the
public.
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